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There has been much interest recently in the specially constructed empirical processes of 
Komlbs, Major and Tusnady [2]; as one would guess, much of the application has come from the 
Hungarian school. 
In this note we contribute to the unifying effect this profound work has had by showing how the 
major theoram of O’Reilly [4] follows in rather elementary fashion from this powerful con- 
struction. We also take this opportunity to restate O’Reilly’s criterion in an elementary form that is 
far more intelligible. 
Empirical process weak convergence 
O’Reilly and Chibisov theorem ]I /q]l metrics 
1. Statement of the results 
Let 41,52, . . . be a sequence of iid uniform (0, 1) rv’s with empirical df r,, true df 
the identity function I and empir kal process U,, = Jn(Z’, -I) on [0, 13. The 
continuous ‘inverse’ pi’ of r,, is define6 by letting Pi’ (i/n + 1) equal the ith largest 
of O,&, * - *, &, 1 for 0 s isn + 1 with pi’ linear in between. Let 9” = ~n(~~* -1) 
on [,O, 13. Let W, denote a sequence of Brownian bridges on [O, 11. For functions f on 
[O, 11 let Ilflli = sup{lfWl : a G t s b} with II II = II !I:. When &, &, . . . and the 
constructed in the fashion of [3], they satisfy 
Jn 
lim sup - n~oO log n llul -B”IF- iM< (1) 
for some finite M. When a second construction of [33 is used (see [2] for details), they 
satisfy 
lim sup “-*ao &II%- (2) 
We now state our version of O’Reilly’s theorem. 
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Let 4 be f and continuous on [0, i] with 4 symmetric about t = i (it suffices if q is 
bounded below by such a function) and define g by q(t) = [t logz(l/t)]“*g(t). Then 
!iz g(t) = al (3) 
is necessary and sufhcient for the processes of (1) to satisfy 
I](& -&)/sII +P 0 as n 3 00. (4) 
(The equivalence of (3) with the weak convergence of c’, :o Erownian bridge in ]I /ql] 
metrics that results from (4) is the content of O’Reilly’s Theorem 2.) Condition (3) is 
also r,,ecessary and sufficient for the processes of (2) to satisfy 
II& -&MI +P 0 as n +a. (5) 
(This corresponds to O’Reilly’s Theorem 1. The constructions leading to (4) and (5) 
are different; they are not known to hold simultaneously.) 
2. Prooils 
The ondition O’Reilly requires can be stated as: 4 is 2 and continuous on [0, $1 
with 4 symmetric about t = i and 
I 
1 
t-l exp(-q*(t)/t) dt< co for all E > 0. (61 
0 
Writing 
1’ t-l exp(-$(t)/t) dt = 1’ t-‘[log(l/t)]-‘““” dt 
0 0 
for small S > 0, it is easily seen that (3) and (6) are equivalent. 
We now show that (3) implies (5). Let an = (log* n)/n. Now monotonicity of 4, then 
(2) and then a weak form of (3) show that 
liy~dI( R - B,hllA~ s liy~pll Qn -&&Wan) 
S lim sup mog n)lJn = o 
n*cc Ja, log2CW&h) 
= 0 a.s. 
Since [i, 1 J is symmetric to [O, $1, the result will follow from 
ml/sll~ +p 0 asn+c0 
and 
(7, 
0 asn+m. 
(8) 
(9) 
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In view of (3), condition (8) follows from the law of the iterated logarithm. It thus 
suffces to prove (9) by showing 
lim P(A,,) + 0 for all E > 0 
n+m 
where A,, =[]]Q”/#V48]. 
If &, denotes the continuous version of the partial sum process of independent 
exponential (1) rv’s Xri X2, . . . having partial sums S, =X1 +. . . +Xn, then the 
process en is equal in distribution to the process (see [2 or 41) 
[n/(n + 1)1”2[(n + 1)/sn~13cSn+l-&+1(1)]. (10) 
Thus for n 3 some n, we have, with B,, = [j(n + 11/Z&+1 - 11 d ~1, 
P(A,,)G’jA,, nB,,)+P(A,, r-d%) 
sP(C,,,)+~E when C’n, ~[IlS,;+~l~iloO~~~El; 
the triangle inequality was used on the two functions in (10). 
Letting G(t) = inf{g(s) : 0 < s c t} the Hajek-Renyi inequality gives 
since G(t)f co as tL0. Thus (9) holds; from which (5) follows. It is to be noted that 
the complicated bounds in [4, p. 6471 are replaced by (7). The easy argument yielding 
(11) is basically just the easy argument in [4, pp. 645-6463; it is however at the point 
of difference that the condition (3) enters our proof in crucial fashion for the only 
time. 
For (5) implies (3) and (4) implies (3), see the elementary proof in [4]. 
Consider (3) implies (4). That 
liy2zp]l(Un -lB,)/&’ = 0 a.s. (12) 
is identical to (7). This replaces the complicated bounds sketched in [4, pp. 648-650). 
We again require (8) and also 
IIWSII~ -,P 0 asn+m. (13) 
As to the argument needed for (13): @Reilly appeals to the elementary Lemmas 3 
and 4 of Chibisov [l] to claim ]lUJ&“’ 4P 0; if [0,1/n] is replaced by two terms 
involving [0, l/nc,] and [l/m,, a,] where cn = P[log2(l/an)]“2G(a.), then minor 
changes in Chibisov’s Lemma 4 handles both terms and yields (13). Thus (4) holds. 
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